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MILITARY USE OF MIND CONTROL WNAPONS

[s9 eggaged in a secret race developing unconventional weapons. As the intelligence agencies
which prior to the Second World War had merely played a supporting role within the government

Page6oflO

,OWER OF TIfi MILITARY.INDUSTRIAL COMPLEXr

Wiesemann has written an apt description of the situation which now exists in the United
es, about the 'forces that be' and how the situation came about: "During the Cold War the

nited States not only engaged in a relatively open nuclear axms race with the Soviet Union, but

to increase their power, so did the frmds spent on developing techniques designed to
each other.

And as the US intelligence community began to , a secret
viilI0us techniques to

the democratic

democr4cies, the US Govemment is made up of two basic the elected
the unelected

net income of all United States

conjnnction of an immense military establishment anda aruas industy is new in the
rlsEE@city,

use, govemment.
resources

our socletv.

the councils or we must ition of

powel exlsts anc wr
our liberties or our democratic

ATIONAL CON,GffiNS OVER r\[EW WEAPONS

United Nations was established n 1945 with the aim sf "saving succeeding generations from
scourge of war". Inl975 the General Assembly considered a draft first proposed by the Soviet

, i.e., the various governors,

ln a well-balanced and correctly functioning democracy, the elected part of the government is in
of its unelected bureaucratic part, giving the people areal voice in the agendaset by their

rt of the US Government no doubt follows this
and follows its own

agenda which, unacknowledged, very often is quite different from the

Jan goes on to quote one of the United States' most popular war heroes: @
ho served as Supreme Commander of Allied Forces during V/orld V/ar tr and was lGEctecl-

ident of the United States. In his farewell address to the nation n 1961. President

to create aoermanentarmaments industrv of vast
andahalfffi

- economtc.

potential for
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"Prohibition of the Development and tr[anufacture of New Types of Weapons of Mass
,tion and New Systems of Such Weapons".

1979 the Soviet Union added a list of some types ofpotential weapons of mass destruction:

) Radiological weapons (using radioactive materials) which could produce hamnful effects similar
those of a nuclear explosion;

) Particle beam weapons, based on charged or neutral particles, to affect biological targets;

) to{aso"ir *o*ti" rudiutio" *"up*i

tic weapons operating at ogrtatnradio-frequency radiation's.which could have
r

otr numan orgens.

response, the US and other Westem nations stalled. They gave a long, convoluted reason, but
result was the same. Ir an article entitled uNon-Lethal Weapons IVIay Violate Treaties"," the

notes that the Certain Conventional Weapons Convention covers marly of tle non-
Ltional weapons - "those thatvtfiire, infraso
rave ottudio- freqir

Director ofthe Intematioral Committee Against Offensive Microwave

overseas areas the

Michael Persinger is a Professor of and Neuroscience at Laurentian Uniye$i
ounave m tne pages o nance were we reported on his

ings that ffong electromagnetic fi.elds can affect a person's brain.

is a subterfirse. The ones that arc now qetting all the

weapons were recently transferred from the Department of Defence over to the Deparhent
Justice. Why? Because there are several intemational treaties that specifically limit or exclude

of this nature from being used in international warfare.

other words, weapons thatt arc barred from use against our cor nfir's worst enemies
notwithstanding the fact thitt the US did use this weapon against Iraqi troops!) can now be

against our own citizens by the local police departments against such groups as peaceful
of US nuclear policies.

WARDS GLOBAL MIND CONTROL

fhe secrecy involved in the developmenf of the elecfromagnetic mind-altering technologq
;eflects the tremeddous nower that is inherent in iL To put it bluntly, whoever controls this

Fandontrol the minds of men - all men.

to extend the range of this technothat the US Government has plans to extend the range of this technolory to
all peoples, aII countries. This Can
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bnporal lobe "can evoke the fee ofa

and monsters

"Onthe of Di

of fundarnental
transduction is translate$qto an intinsic, brain-specific code. Direct stimulation of these

or limbic cortices

vary Hz.

concludes the article with this: "Within the last two decades a potential has emerged which was
is the technical ca

the human
neural

historical emergence of such possibilities, which have ranged from gunpowder to atomic
have resulted in major changes in the social evolution that occurred inordinately quickly

fhe implementation. Reduction of the risk ofthe inappropiare application of these
requires the continued and open discussion oftheir realistic feasibility and
within the scientific and public domain." It doesn't get any plainer than that. $nd we

not have open discussion because the US Government has totally denied the existence of

Iedgements I would like to give special thanks to: Jan'Wiesemann for SiIent
statement and nryhich were the keystone ofthis article; Mike Coyle, whosE

more related who has numerous
many who provided news clippings

'Resonance, without which we'd have ceased publication long ago.

ut the Author: Judy WalI is Editor and Publisher of Resonance, the Newsletter of the
Special Interest Group.

echnology to Boggle your Mind

but rryhich is nowmarginally feasible. This
rectl''r the maior oortion of the annrffi

This is a listing of various
technologies available which can
be combined for use in direct or
subliminal m ind-control systems.
Please note that these are mainly
private inventions intended for
positive uses, but could be

Auditory Subliminal Message System
and Method, US Patent #4,395,600,
Rene Lundy andDavid Tyler, July 26,
I 983. An amplitude-contolled
subliminal message may be mixed with
background music.

Auditory Subliminal Programming

Device for the Induction of Specific
Brain Wave Pattems, US Patent
#4,33 5,7 10, John Williamson, Ittne 22,
I 982. Brainwave pattems associated
with relaxed and meditative states in a
subject are gradually induced without
deleterious chemical or neurologic side
effects.applied for negative purposes as

Human ic Induction o

all normal human brains to be affected by a subharmonic whose

within which all mem
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well- We have no idea what the
govetment may have in
classified research. [This tisting
has tteen considerably edited due
to spacc considerations. Ed.l

Silent Subliminal Presentation
Systen, US Prtent #5,1 59,"1 03,
Oliverlowery October 27, 7992.
A silentcomnunications system in
whiclr non- aural carriers in the
very low or very high nudis-
frequency range, or inthe adjacent
ulnasonic frequency spectrum, are
amplitude-modulated with the
desired intellige,nce and prop agatsd
acoustically or vib'rationally for
induccment into &e brain.

Hearing System, US Patent
#4,87'7,tr27, Wayne Brunkan,
October3l, 1989. A method for
directlyinducing sound into the
head ofa person, using
microwaves in the range of 100
MI{z to 10,000 MII4 modulated
wifh a waveform of frequency-
modulatod bursts.

Psycho-Acoustic Projector, US
Patent #3,568,3 47, Andrew
Flanders, February 23, 1977. A
system for producing aural
psychological distmbances and
paftial deaftess in fhe enemy
during combat situations.

Noise Generator and Transmitter,
US Patent #4,034,7 41, Guy Ad^ms
andJess Carden, Jr, July 12,1977.
An analgesic noise- ge,nerator.

Me&od and System forAltering
Consciousness, US Patent
#5,123,899,James Gall, Jtme 23,
1992. A system for altering the
states of human consciousness
involvingthe use of simultaneous
application of multiple stimuli,
preferably sounds, having differing
frequencies.

Subliminal Message Generator, US
Patent #5,270,800, Robert Sweet,
December 14,1993. A combined
subliminal and supraliminal
aessage generator for use with a
television receiver; permits
complete control of zubliminal
messages and their presentation.

System, US Patent #4,7 77,529, Richard
Schultz and Raymond Dolejs, October
11,1998.

Apparatus for Inducing Frequency
Reduction in Brain Wave, US Patent
#4,834,7A\ Kazumi Masaki, May 30,
1989.

Ultrasonic Speech Translator and
Communication System, US Patent
#5,539,705,M. A. Akerman, Curtis
Ayers, Howard lla5nres, July 23, 1996.
A wireless communication system,
undetectable by radio-frequency
methods, for converting audio sip.als,
including human voice, to electronic
signals in the ultrasonic freque,ncy
rmge, transmitfing the ultzsonic sipal
by way of acoustic pressurre waves
across a carriermedium, including
gases, liqidds and solids, and
reconverting the ultalqnic acoustic
pressure waves back to fhe original
audio signal. This invention was made
with govemment support under
Contract DE-ACO5- 840R21400,
awarded by the US Departuent of
Enerryto lVIartin Ivlarietta Enerry
Systems, hrc.

Non-Audible Speech Generation
Method andApparatus, US Patent
M,821,326, Nonnan Macleod April
tt,1989.

Apparatus for Elechophysiological
Stimulration, US Patent #4,227,516,
Bmce Meland and Bemard Gindes,
October 14, 1980.

Method and Recording for Producing
Sormds and Messages to Achieve
Alpha and Theta Brainwave States and
Positive Emotional States in Humans,
US Patent #5,352,181, Mark Davis,
October 4,1994.

Method and Apparatus for Translating
the EEG into Music to Induce and
Confiol Various Psychological and
Physiological States and to Control a

Musical Instrument, US Patent
#4,883,067, Knispel et. al., November
28.1989.

Method of and Apparatus for Inducing
Desired States of Consciousness, IfS
Patent #5.356,368, Robert Monroe,
October 18, 1994. knproved methods
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Method and Apparatus for Repetitively
Producing a Noise-like Audible Signal,
US Patent #4,I9 l,l7 5, William Nagle,
March 4, 1980.

Apparatus for the Treatuent of
Nernopsychic and Somatic Diseases
withHeat, Ligh! Sound andVHF
Elecftomagnetic Radiation, US Patent
#3,773,A49,L. Y. Rabichev, V. F.
Vasiliev, A. S. Putilin, T. G. trina" P.
V. Raku and L. P. Kemitsky,
November 20, In3. Don't let the nice
title fool you. This is the patent for
LIDA, fhe infamous Soviet
brainwashing machine.

Non-Invasive Method and Apparatus
for Modulating Brain Signals through
an Extemal Mapetic or Electric Field
to Reduce Pain" US Pafent #4,889,526,
Elizabeft Rauscher and William Van
Bise, Decemb er 26, 1989.

Nervous System Excitation Device, US
P atefr . #3,3 9 3,27 9, Gillts Patrick
Flmagan, July 16, 1968. Amethodof
transmitting audio information via a
radio frequency signal modulated with
fhe audio info through electrodes
plased. on the subjecfs skin, causing
the sensation ofhearing the audio
information in the brain.

Method and System for Sinplifying
Speech Waveforms, US Patent
#3,647,970, G. Patrick Flanagar;
March 7,1972. A complex speech
waveform is simplified so that it can be
transmitred directly through earth or
water as awaveform and understood
directly or after amplification.

Means 1'o1 4lding Hearing US Patent
#2,995,633, Henry Puharich and
Joseph Lawrence, August 8, 1 96 1 .

Means for converting audible signals to
electrical signals and conveying them
to viable nerves of the facial system.

Means for Aiding Hearing by
Electrical Stimulation of the Facial
Nerve System, US Patent #3,170,993,
Henry Rrharich, February 23, 1965.

Hearing Device, US Patent #4,858,612,

, Philip Stocklin, Aagast22,1989. A
method and apparatus for simulation of
hearing in mammals by introduction of
a plurality of microwaves into the
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regions ofthe auditory corfex.

US Pdent 04,717,343, l.lan
D€nsky, January 5, 1988. A

Meftod of lrducing Mental. Emotiona]
and Physical States of Consciousness,
including Specific Mental Activity, in
Human Beings, US Patent #5 213,562,
RobenMonroe, May 25, L993,

meftod of conditioning aperson's
uncmscious mind in orderto effect
desired change in the person's
beharriour, and which does not
requirethe services of a trained
thqrapftr.

Also applicable to cable television
and cmputers.

Srperimposing Method and
Apparatus Usefirl for Subliminal
Messages, US Paf€nt #5,13 4,4U,
Josepl Wilson, JruJy 28, L992.
Method of Changing a Person's
Behaviour,

and apparatus for entraining human
brain pat0erns, employing frequency-
following-response (FFR) techniques
and facilitating attainment of desired
states of consciousness.
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